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By Rachel Spangler : Close to Home (A Darlington Romance)  at first look it may seem like a tropical bird escaped 
from an exotic pet store is roosting on a darlington chimney but look again because this is a common pigeon susan 
bartle and pauline rissetto from darlington said their mother patricia hutchinson pictured suffered for weeks before her 
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tongue turned black and died in her Close to Home (A Darlington Romance): 

5 of 5 review helpful Redemption through love By Diane S Nixon Rachel Spangler s books are always enjoyable with 
fully formed characters and believable situations Close to Home is the beautifully written third installment of her 
Darlington Romances series set in the fictional central Illinois town of Darlington While it s not necessary to read 
them in order it is worthwhile to read the previous book the Long Way H Kelly Rolen is a CPA mdash she s smart she 
s focused and she s worked hard to build an orderly career and a respectable life in her hometown of Darlington 
Illinois Everything is precisely as it should be Well it is until her father suffers a debilitating stroke during the busiest 
time of her year mdash tax season Suddenly Kelly finds herself overworked exhausted behind schedule and forced to 
hire an intern to meet her deadlines Elliot Garza is y When you re convinced you re broken even the most loving 
messages can t get through The sparks Kelly and Elliott feel catch fire intermittently but self sabotage is the most 
insidious of relationship killers Spangler takes us down to the depths of these w 
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